
THE HISTORICAL ORIGINS OF ORWELLS 1984 ESSAY

Much of the book was based on the Soviet Union under This is similar to tactics used by real-world politicians
throughout history, including Stalin. and Practice of Oligarchical Collectivism is similar to Trotsky's essay.

Get your price writers online One aspect of that is consistently dominant, is the theme of manipulation, and
how even the most overt and simplistic forms of manipulation manages to keep the citizens of Oceania so
loyal so successfully. Idea generation is highly skewed, as there is no medium through which individuals can
express their thoughts freely. Could Orwell's Nineteen Eighty-Four actually happen? One pair were making
honest art, expressing themselves freely while simultaneously working loyally, but also being allowed to
challenge their government. By the time the leaders met again in at the Yalta conference, Stalin had driven the
Nazi forces back and taken control of Eastern Europe. He later lived among destitute coal miners in northern
England, an experience that caused him to give up on capitalism in favor of democratic socialism. After Spain,
just about everything he wrote and read led to the creation of his final masterpiece. The vocabulary of
Newspeak went viral. The sees government being managed by corrupt leaders which deprive its citizens of
their natural freedom. Fundamentalism, akin to capitalism demonstrates a mean to an end; fundamentalism
trusts the heavenly kingdom; in whatever case it is represented to them, they will conquer the world, or they
think the millennium will come and accomplish everything and will domicile in heaven. It was too familiar to
revisit. The novel has inspired movies, television shows, plays, a ballet, an opera, a David Bowie album ,
imitations, parodies, sequels, rebuttals, Lee Harvey Oswald, the Black Panther Party, and the John Birch
Society. It is an exaggeration of a phenomenon that Orwell observed in his own time and reported with true
clarity in People most readily believe that which they can believe most conveniently. This kind of systematic
eradication was also present most notably in the Stalinist era in the s. This is similar to , because people could
be tortured for thoughtcrimes until they were forced to love Big Brother and the Party. The suggestion here is
that ironically the state is the one that fears the individuals otherwise there is no need why it should so wish to
tame the individual through such antics. Winston Smith helps the reader understand the regime he lives in.
They are susceptible to the government propaganda. Winston is subjected to physical torture after he defies the
party. But to understand what fueled his hatred of totalitarian regimes we must first consider the life George
Orwell led and the world at that time. Additionally, both Hitler and Stalin also assigned traits to themselves
that were not entirely based in fact; as with Big Brother, the fact that these people or traits of these people are
not real is the key, because a truly powerful, omniscient government is beyond the need for even basic realities
and truths. Totalitarian propaganda unifies control over all information, until reality is what the Party says it
isâ€”the goal of Newspeak is to impoverish language so that politically incorrect thoughts are no longer
possible. Not Room in the Ministry of Love, where Winston is interrogated and tortured until he loses
everything he holds dear. This has its parallel in Orwells book. The party exercises both physical and
psychological control over its citizens by instilling fear through this surveillance and psychological terror. The
ongoing ideological clash between these nations came to be known as the Cold War. In conclusion, Fascism,
Nazism and Stalinism all emphasis e the subordination of the individual, while simultaneously having an
absolute leader demanding utter adherence and devotion from the public. One moment, Oceania is and always
has been at war with one enemy, the next moment it is and has always been at war with another, and the
people of Oceania accept the information as true. Just like in the book, Marcos dreaded dissident from the
party. Submit a letter to the editor or write to letters theatlantic. Other dictators of the time included Benito
Mussolini of Italy. Orwell illustrates that, the Party monitored and controlled its citizens by using telescreens
that could transmit constant streams of propaganda such as the Two Minutes Hate and hate Week, and
instilling fear by invoking the Thought Police. This bears a similar resemblance to the successful tactics used
by Germanys minister of propaganda under Hitler, joesph Goebbels.


